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Let’s walk through the functionality of the 

upcoming NerveCenter Web Interface.  

 

This is what will be available in May. 

As always, when working with NerveCenter  

a login is required. This works in the same 

way the “Admin” and “Client” desktop apps 

have operated: you need a login on the 

host where that login is in either of 

NerveCenter’s two user groups. 



Once you are logged in, you can interact with the web-based desktop. The May release provides 
coverage for working with the Node list. 
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Let’s break down the desktop so as to look at its components. 

 The top of the desktop always contains this header ribbon. 

 On smaller screens, this header is located at the top of the vertically scrolling display. 

 

 You’ll be able to use its ‘Home’ , ‘Configuration’ , ‘Managed Inventory’ (etc.) controls to 

set the focus of the workspace beneath. 

On the far right, the “Hi, Demo” will instead show the your account name. Click here to 

set the session controls or when you want to log out. 

 

 

 

 

 For the May release, the desktop supports working with the Node List . This is a 

category of the ‘Managed Inventory’ topic. As this is the only area for now, it is 

automatically loaded into the desktop workspace below this header. 
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The area below the header, then, is the workspace. For the Node List, it contains a navigation area to 
the left and the main work area in the center. 
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 The left hand navigation tool has a selector 

at the top and a selection tray beneath. 

 

 For the May release Property Group is the 

only selectable item. Yet you can see the 

intent of what’s to come. 

 

 

 From the listed Property Groups, you can 

click an entry. This will reload the work area 

with the node list membership for that 

selection. 

 

 

 For example, clicking “AR-11” would load the 

central work space with the a table of the 23 

nodes which are in this Property Group. 
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This, then, is the central work space of the desktop. Here the current selection from the overall Node 
List is displayed. And from here you can perform the expected actions of adding, editing and deleting 
nodes.  As well, you can sort the table by column, rearrange the columns, choose which columns are 
displayed, and perform a search within this node selection so as to further reduce the displayed set. 
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From the selected set of nodes, the web interface only pulls through to your web browser the current 
displayed set. Performance-wise this is a win, especially when working with large node selections. 

 

 

Use these controls to move through the set of 

selected nodes. 
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You can rearrange the displayed columns by selecting the header label and dragging it left 

or right to a new position. 

The columns can be used to sort the table by clicking the up/down toggles (red circles),  

And you can filter the table by entering values into the text fields included in the column 
headers (orange ovals) 
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The ‘Choose Columns’ 

selector lets you decide 

which node attributes 

you want to display in 

the table. 
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The ‘Advanced Search’ feature lets you further 

filter the selected set of nodes. You click on the 

attributes you want to filter against, supply a 

matching value and then choose Search. 
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The selection on the left is backlit in white to provide visual feedback that it is active. 

 

The selection is undone by either selecting a different Property Group or selecting the 
‘Clear’ tag at the top of the listing. 

Selecting a Property Group from the navigation tray on the left reloads the center workspace 
with the node membership of the chosen group. 
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Choosing New Node opens the dialog 

where you can create a node. The 

node creation is simple and only requires you 

 to provide a name and IP address. 
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 Notice that when a field is edited, 

a blue exclamation mark is added. 

 This lets you see which fields 

have been set or changed. 

 You’ll see this ! marking used 

throughout the web interface. All 

editing dialogs use this motif to let 

you see which fields have been set 

or changed since the last Save or 

since when the dialog was first 

opened. 

Here is a sample of using the 

New Node dialog. 
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 A second interface motif that is 

repeated throughout the web 

interface is the immediate marking 

of a field which is empty yet 

requires a value. 

 Here, the lack of an IP address 

causes the interface to display the 

requirement in red text below the 

problem field. 
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Supplying a hostname enables a ‘IP Lookup’ 

ability, which when invoked causes a further dialog 

to appear. The dialog shows you the discovered 

address resolutions and allows you to select from 

them. 

This exact same functionality is available 

later when you are editing a node. 
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Being able to work with IP addresses, 

particularly IPv6 addresses, in this 

manner helps avoid typing errors. 

Use the selections under ‘Address Filter’ 

to set what type of IP addresses you want 

to consider for selection. 
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The selections are brought back and 

merged into the node IP address list. 

You can select from the available set and 

then ‘OK’ the selection. 
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There are controls for handling individual nodes.  A node can be edited, managed/unmanaged and 
deleted.  And there are more commands available if you activate the pop-up menu for an entry in a 
node list table. 

Edit Manage 
or 

Unmanage 

Delete 

Selecting the Edit tool puts the display into Edit 
Node mode. 
 
Let’s check out the Edit Node functionality in 
the next slides. 
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When a node is selected for editing, the workspace is redisplayed in Edit Node mode. In this mode, 
the left hand panel provides tools and category selections (as similarly seen on the Node List 
workspace display layout) and the center area becomes the workspace for selected node attributes.. 
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 Within the icon tray, the categorized aspects 

of a node are available for being selected. 

 

When an icon is selected, the data sheet for 

that icon is opened on the center workspace. 

 

 Full sized displays can accommodate 

showing two side-by-side data sheets. 

 

 Smaller sized displays can accommodate 

showing but one data sheet at a time. 

 

 Data sheets on the center workspace are 

closed by selecting again their icon in the tray. 

Once the desktop is set to Edit Node mode, 

the selection area changes to display an 

icon tray. 
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 Select Save to sync your edits to the 

NerveCenter Node List. 

 The Close button terminates the Edit Node 

mode and returns you to the Node List 

display. 

 A Cancel button is displayed 

once edits have been made to 

the node and a Save could be 

performed. 

 

 The Close button returns after 

every Save. At such points there 

are no edits to be saved. 

 As well, a lit up Save button 

shows it is selectable. 

Above the icon tray are the controls for the Edit Node mode. 

This area remains visible until you are done editing the node. 
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Using the tiles in the tray on the left hand navigation 
pane, you can move from one category to another.  
 
Here, the ICMP and Trace icons are selected. 
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And here, the Attributes and Description icons are selected. 
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When the Attributes data sheet has been selected, you 
can create/edit/delete attributes of your own design. 
 
Select the Add button, fill out the form and select Save. 
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We’re almost done. But before you go, we want to show 
you the Settings control panel (as well as how to find the 
exit door). 

For now, the Settings 
panel lets you configure 
the language for your 
session … 
 
(Wollen Sie alles auf 
Deutsch wiederholen?) 
 
… and how long you’d like 
to allow this session to 
remain open should it 
become inactive. 
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Once you select Logout, your session is 

terminated and the display returns to the 

Login screen. 

Have questions? Want to try this yourself?  

If so, contact us! 

Call us … +1 (800) 892-3646 

Write us … info@logmatrix.com 
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About NerveCenter 

 

NerveCenter uniquely models and monitors your IT infrastructure 

to deliver exactly what you need with respect to your own IT 

Operations management. 

 

NerveCenter provides a framework for you to incorporate 

business logic, policies and intelligence into your network 

monitoring, enabling you to develop a solution that is effective, 

efficient, and affordable.  

 

Through NerveCenter’s unique finite state modeling incorporating 

advanced analysis and correlation you can automate operator 

actions to improve IT efficiency and allow less experienced 

operators to resolve network issues.  

Find us at 

http://www.logmatrix.com/ 

 

 

For information write to us 

at info@logmatrix.com 

About LogMatrix 

 

LogMatrix is a provider of network and system management 

solutions, enabling customers to meet their critical enterprise 

monitoring requirements. Our products are deployed in many 

large, medium and small enterprises in many verticals. 

http://www.logmatrix.com/
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